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iamron2 •
Soviet defector Kommissarov
to relate experiences, Feb. 6
FOUR YEARS,
GOOSE GREASE AND
EIGHTEEN MILES

bach, treasurer of the US Modern
Pentathlon team, sponsored him
and got him to New York City.
From there, Kommissarov went
By CAROL LYNN CORONI AS
to P t. Sam Houston to train with
the US team. He spent a few
On Wednesday, February 6, at years coaching swimming in
7:30 p.m the OCE campus will
Texcas, married, received his
have an opportunity to meet one citizenship papers and applied at
of the most interesting men in our several universities for work.
area. Vladislav Kommissarov, a
Since his Russian Masters degree
young Russian Olympic athlete, in PE is unrecognized by
has consented to talk to our MUN American schools, he is working
delegation, and we invite only part-time at Willamette
everyone who would like to come University in Salem, while
to join us. Mr. Kommissarov saw spending his summers at Nor
the outside world as one of wich University in Vermont
Russia's top athletes, and spent studying for a Masters in
four years planning an escape Russian Literature (where he is
from behind the Iron Curtain. begged not to attend classes by
This effort culminated one professors who are embarrassed
stormy night in late August, 1965, to speak in front of him).
Kommissarov won 97 medals in
when, protected by a thick layer
of goose grease, he slipped into international competition,
the chilly Black Sea and spent predominantly in swimming and
eight hours swimming in shark- Modern Pentathlon. Pentathlon
and patrol boat-infested waters is a strenuous, five-day com
eighteen miles to Turkey. That is petition consisting of cross
adequate to list him under the country riding (strange horse,
"courageous " column in
anyone's book; add to this that he
had no assurance that the
Turkish government wouldn't
immediately return him to his
own country.
After a thorough check by the
Turks, and an unnerving bout
with the Russian counsul in
Istanbul, Kommissarov was
flown to a refugee camp in Beirut
where he managed a health club
for the diplomatic corps. While
there, Brig. Gen. John Grom-

against time, over obstacles); 1214 hours of fencing; shooting
(pistol); 300 meter swimming;
and 212 mile running. This is his
favorite type of competition, and
he is considering trying out for
the US team this fall, although he
is quite adamant that he will not
travel to any eastern bloc country
if he is selected.
Kommissarov was born in
Poland, and as the son of a
military
officer, had the
opportunity to live in several
Communist countries (or the
same general area under several
different names). He will speak
about the life styles and attitudes
of the people behind the Iron
Curtain to give the MUN
delegation
a
better
un
derstanding of what type of
people and attitudes we will be
representing at the General
Assembly in April.
Question: Do the Russians still
teach people to swim?
Answer: Not as well as they
used to!

How to interview

j

An interview
techniques
meeting will be held tonight,
January 31st at 7:00 p.m. in Ed.
217. Mr. Glen Sweet, Principal of
Lyle Elementary School in
Dallas, and Mr. Ediger, Prin
cipal of South Salem High School
will be the speakers.
Mock interviews will be con
ducted, and these two principals
will be giving tips on what to
expect at an interview. All
prospective teachers or interns
lor the coming year should be in
attendance at the meeting.
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Preview Day, an open house for
high school students with a
college interest, will be held at
Oregon College of Education
Saturday, Feb. 2.
For early arrivals the program
will start at 6:30 Friday, Feb. 1,
with the regular Friday night
movie: ''Lady Sings the Blues"
and continue with examples of
dormitory group activities in
"Waldo's Den," student center in
the Food Service building.
Saturday's events will start
with registration of arriving
students and parents from 8 to 9
a.m. during which coffee, cocoa
and donuts will be available
without cost. It will be in the main
concourse of the College Center.
Dr. Leonard Rice, president of
OCE; Rick Blanche, president of
the Associated Students, and
Miss
Cathy
Nieswander,
chairman of Preview Day, will
welcome the visitors from 9 a.m.
to 9:30.
Preceding
the afternoon
assembly there will be a no-host
luncheon in the new Dining
Commons.
Afternoon activities will follow
with a half-hour for talks on
housing and dormitory life,

Application forms for the
position of Student Assistant for
1974-75 in the Residence Halls at
Oregon College of Education will
be available in The Cottage,
beginning Friday, February 1,
1974. They will be due no later
than Friday, February 15 at 5:00
p.m.
Any interested student of
sophomore, junior or senior
standing, with a 2.50 (or higher)

The OCE Blood Drive this term
will be at the College Center
February the 5th, Tuesday, from
12:00-7:00, and February the 6th,
Wednesday, from 9:30-4:00. The
goal has been set for 400 donors.
Last term the drive had 326
donors.
The American Red Cross,
Willamette Chapter, is in charge

P
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.01
.12

Extended Outlook
ofrain.

^

cumulative GPA may apply.
This year there are ten Student
Assistants living in the dor
mitories, with a ratio of about one
S.A. per fifty students. Student
Assistants are hired for the full
nine months of the school year,
and are members of the student
personnel staff.
Contact Dean Phyllis Griffith,
107 the Cottage, Ext. No. 221, for
further, information.

of the drive. A lot of support is
needed to make this drive suc
cessful.
Only about 3 per cent of the
persons who are eligible to
donate blood, provide the nation's
blood supply. The donor's age has
been lowered to 17 years of age,
with parental consent.
If people can wait in line for a
gallon of gas, surely they can
spend some of their time waiting
in line to save someone's life.

lamron 2 editor sought

—

trough Sunday with periods
Highs 45 to 55, lows 35
to 45.

registration and admission and
financial aids. This will be
followed by an hour for student
rap sessions and campus tours
and an opportunity for parents to
meet informally with deans of the
college.
From 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. an
"interest bazaar" which includes
information and displays by
clubs, student government and
departments will be held in the
College Center.
At 3:30 a one-hour program by
the OCE Select Singers and the
OCE stage band will close ac
tivities of the day.
Preview Day Chairman Kathy
Nieswander states that a lot of
help is needed from OCE
students. "We desperately need
more rap session leaders, tour
guides, and people to help stuff
information packets."
If anyone is interested in
helping out with Preview Day,
contact
either
Kathy
Nieswander or co-chairman,
Debbie Pauli in the College
Center office or show up at one of
the following meetings: January
31 from 2:00 - 5:00 p.m. at the
College Center office to help stuff
packets.

SA petitions available

by Sue Strong

Increasing clouds Friday

Vladislav Kommissarov

Petitions for the position of
lamron 2 editor will be available
in the OCE Information Office,
Ad 305, beginning Monday,
February 4.
Each petition will be reviewed
by the OCE Publications Board, a
group composed of faculty and
students. The hoard is chaired by
Chuck Grell, OCE Publications

OCE gymnasts give
superb performance,
page 10

Spotlite on Miguel
Torroba. ..paQ e 5

rf

'Open house Saturday

OCE Blood Drive, Feb. 6

Week's Weather
Date

Vol. 50, No. 15
January 31, 1974

lamron 2 takes a
look at student
firemen. . .page 9

Director. The appointment of the
editor for 1974-75 will he made the
week of Feb. 18. Persons
applying for the position should
turn
in
their
completed
applications to Mr. Grell's office
before that time.
Each candidate will he asked to
make a short formal presentation
to the board.

Special Session results . . •

Broker indignation forces
repeal of real estate bill
by TIM PETSHOW

STOP
Closing Monmouth Avenue, once a hot issue on campus, seems to
have cooled considerably. There seems to be a chance of reviving
the issue as three of the opposing City Council members come up
for re-election in November.

Monmouth Ave. proposal

Is the issue dead?
An i n t e r e s t i n g n o t e a p p e a r e d in l a s t w e e k ' s i s s u e o t
A S O C E ' s D e P r e s s e d W o l f e r e g a r d i n g t h e c l o s u r e of
Monmouth Avenue. Last year feeling on the OCE
campus ran strong towards closing the avenue.
Unfortunately as Spring Term came to a close, so did
m u c h of t h e i s s u e i n v o l v i n g t h e a v e n u e . All w a s n o t l o s t
however, as students returned this fall they found the
a v e n u e l i n e d w i t h n o p a r k i n g s i g n s . T h e e f f e c t s of t o k e n
g e s t u r e s a r e d i s c u s s e d e l s e w h e r e in t h i s i s s u e of t h e
lamron 2 by Political editor, Tim Petshow.
With t h e t h r e e c i t y c o u n c i l m e n w h o v o t e d a g a i n s t
c l o s u r e of M o n m o u t h A v e n u e u p f o r r e - e l e c t i o n , t h e
matter need not be dead. Voting against the proposal
were OCE science professor Ernie Cummins, Mon
mouth housewife Pat Jaffer and OCE education
professor Merlin Darby.
T h e p r o p o s a l of a t r i a l c l o s u r e of M o n m o u t h A v e n u e
last year was well thought out. The proposal authored by
OCE professor Wayne White suggested closing the
avenue between Church and Jackson Streets. Traffic
w o u l d b e e a s i l y r e r o u t e d w e s t of c a m p u s o n C h u r c h ,
Stadium and Jackson Streets.
It w a s a l s o r e a l i z e d t h a t r e r o u t i n g t r a f f i c in t h e s e
directions was not the ideal situation. However, it is a
workable one until funds for a bypass route become
available.
Now i s t h e t i m e t h a t t h e t r u e s t r e n g t h of t h e i n d i v i d u a l
vote can be exercised. With the three opposing coun
c i l m e n u p f o r r e - e l e c t i o n in N o v e m b e r w e h a v e t h e
c h o i c e of r e p l a c i n g t h e m w i t h p e o p l e w h o a r e w i l l i n g t o
close the avenue or persuade existing members to
perhaps change their minds.
If e v e r y o n e still f e e l s s t r o n g l y a b o u t c l o s i n g M o n 
mouth Avenue and aren't willing to accept token
gestures, now is the time to organize and act. There are
many tools available to the average student for con
veying his feelings. Student Government and the lamron
2 a r e k e y i n s t r u m e n t s of t h e s t u d e n t s .
T h e r e i s a c h a n c e of c l o s i n g M o n m o u t h A v e n u e b u t i t
all d e p e n d s o n h o w m u c h t h e s t u d e n t s a r e w i l l i n g t o
work for it. Student Government can't do it alone, just
the same that you can't do it alone. But unless we make
a u n i f i e d e f f o r t t o c h a n g e t h e m i n d s of t h e C i t y C o u n c i l
m e m b e r s o r t o e l e c t n e w o n e s , M o n m o u t h A v e n u e will
r e m a i n o p e n t o t r a f f i c . T h e r e will b e n o o n e t o b l a m e
except ourselves.
Dick S o u l e s
lamron 2 e d i t o r
gort
Well,friend,th'^
have decreed i
you&I must engage
in mortal battler

<teah! One
will live...
th' other
die!I sure
wonder
why...?

I guess it's
'cause our
skins ate of
different
colors,thus
a spectacle.

Or maybe
they're just
borecT.h a good
bloody deathduel ll give 'em
some diversion.

The Oregon Legislature made a
wise decision in repealing HB
2607, the real estate consumer
protection act of 1973. The bill
was rushed through legislative
channels in the last days of the '73
Session, catching the real estate
industry unaware. Special House
and Senate Committees will
submit a modified version for
approval when the Legislature
re-convenes, Feb. 11.
HB 2607 evolved in part from
the strong anti-real estate
industry sentiment last summer.
Stimulated by reports of national
land swindles (con men selling
worthless land sight unseen), the
public viewed all real estate
transactions with a wary eye.
In Oregon, the occasional
screw jobs take on more subtle
forms -- inferior sewage and
water systems and roads that
disappear with the first winter
rain. In exaggerating the number
of fraudulent practices, the
solons turned a consumer
protection bill into a sword of
Damocles for the real estate and
construction industries.
The measure became law, Jan.
1, resulting in "paralysis of the
building and real estate in
dustries," according to Jeffrey
Holbrook, state Real Estate
Commissioner. Rep. Les AuCoin,
D-Forest Grove, one of the
original creators of HB 2607,
became incensed at Holbrook's
accusations, demanding he be
removed
from
his
Com
missioners post. Gov. Tom

appease the dissidents with a
token gesture, i.e. eliminate
parking
along
Monmouth
Avenue, and the griping just
might stop.
The activism shown last spring
seems to have regressed into a
more traditional OCE climate,
unconcern. A coalition of OCE
students and professors had put
together an argument for the
closure of Monmouth Av. for
safety and aesthetic reasons.
Traffic could easily be re-routed
via Stadium Drive, they argued,
and what about running Knox St.
through as another alternate
route?
A snag developed in the form of
a City Planning Commission
recommendation that Monmouth
Av. not be closed for reasons of
higher insurance rates for the
city, greater traffic hazards and
serious emergency vehicle
delays.
But the Monmouth City Council
voted 4-3 last May 1 to reject the
CPC proposal and in the process
drew up an "experimental basis"
closure that would have taken
effect Sept. 10.
Support for the closure vir
tually ceased with the end of
Spring Term and the Council let
the idea die a natural death
Token gestures have produced
real social and cultural gains sometimes taking 30 years or
less. When enough people prefer
Whatever happened to the grass to concrete and can come
"Close Monmouth Avenue" up with the answers to the
clamor? ASOCE's newssheet, standard refutations - Monmouth
DePressed Wolfe, brought out an Avenue might be left to cyclists
interesting political fact of life - and people.

McCall made an eleventh hour
decision to call the legislators
into special session for the sole
purpose of modifying HB 2607 and
alleviating headaches it had
caused.
The real estater's diagnosis ot
the problem was simplistic -- the
Construction industry was slowed
because the sub-divders couldn't
sell the lots because the public
couldn't afford the skyrocketing
prices brought on by tougher
regulations.
"Stricter road specifications
and 30 year guarantees of water
(which means much deeper
wells) turned a $3,500 lot into a
nine,' ten thousand dollar job,"
commented R. W. "Bob
Loveless of Grants Pass, one of
many brokers who journeyed to
Salem for the one day session.
"The average guy has been
priced right out of the market.
Some 250 brokers had met with
legislators in a hotly debated
closed door session Wednesday
night. Significant was the 42
hours of informal negotiation that
took place prior to the Thursday
session. That was approximately
42 more than had transpired last
summer.
Let it be said that the majority
of brokers wanted a truth-inadvertising bill — if not for ethical
reasons, at least to weed out the
shady dealers among the ranks.

lamron 2: the people's forum
First, outside play is non
a continuous party, or are we
going to learn something? existent, rims at the elementary
Sometimes I question the logic of school are bent and netless and
Friends of OSPIRG:
some students. I've seen few the one basketball rim at OCE
Our grateful thanks for your Dorm Officers go out of their way
has been torn down. I spent last
support at registration. OSPIRG to enforce the rules. I am, Saturday with two kids wan
would appreciate your help however, optimistic this term dering around looking for a court
working on several consumer because there is new blood in
to play on. If nothing else, kids
protection projects. OSPIRG
should be given an opportunity
these dormitory leaders.
OCE has an office above the
for recreation; OCE should take
The only thing I could say that
People Place (in Watson House),
was in favor of the article, was a responsibility in this.
telephone 838-4674, or SPO 107.
The gym should be open on
the viewpoints of two Student
Local board meetings are on
weekends, run by work-stud}
Assistants. They are doing an
Tuesdays at 4 p.m. in the office.
students if necessary, and open to
excellent job in helping enforce a
Come by and find out what
rule that is difficult to work with. the public. Next, a place or place*
OSPIRG is and how you can help.
Roger W. Boelens should be open until at least mi
Thank you sincerely,
Landers Hall Student Assistant night for the older members oi
OSPIRG OCE
the community to meet and rap.
A late night coffee house wi
local singers offering cider an
pretzels would be a poss
To the people:
alternative. When the 83^'
To the Editor:
I have recently entered the
library and Cornerstone Inn
A few comments on your latest
Monmouth community as a
close at 10:00 p.m., everyway
article entitled: Alcohol policy
student at OCE. Maybe I've been
abused. I question the reason for
doesn't turn into pumpkins,
spoiled by living in a larger city,
such an article to be written. It
sidelight, anyone interested
but the recreation facilities of
stated that rumors circulate in
playing lacrosse and P°ssl •
this community are definitely
the dorms where parties are, but
forming
a club should ge
lacking. As an example, let's
it doesn't point out that most of
contact
with
me.
LeeMiner
look at the gymnasium situation.
the rumors are about off-campus
212 N. Knox^t
keggers. It stated that students
are keeping beer in their Dorm
Words
of
wisdom
room. If so, why aren't they
reported to the nearest Student
"There is no failure except in
Assistant or Officer to confiscate
no longer trying. There is no
the contraband. I question what
defeat except from within,
state the dorms would be in if
no really insurmountable
drinking were allowed on
Lamron 2 is a s.udonLop^
barrier save our own
student-published weekly n
p o |K
campus.
weakness of purpose."
C o m p o s i t i o n a n d pr i n t »"9
a tion
Are we going to college to have
County Itemizer-Observer
crip-

OSPIRG.. .

Alcohol policy

What to do?

Lamron 2
staff .

They DID
Or\,surel If
give us an
we reA/se to
alternative... fight, Man mast
if y'wanna
FOREVER. face
call it "that* strife between
th'races..! Hmm...

Agreed,
posterity
be damned!

date is Thursday noon. Yearly _ n t e r ,
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Parker named chief
Cpl. Charles Parker will resign
his position on the Salem Police
Department to become chief of
police in Monmouth, Oregon, on
February 4th.
Parker, 35, has been a com
munity relations officer for the
department since July, 1972. He
joined the force in August, 1968,
and later served as a patrolman
and detective. One year ago he

was selected by the Salem
Jaycees as the policeman of the
year for 1972.
He becomes the third man in
one year to head the Monmouth
department.
Gary
Miller
resigned the post last February
to take a teaching position in
Nebraska. Don Fagan was
elevated to chief, but he resigned
in October for "personal
reasons."

Seed report published

Pood prices are only one factor in the economy's inflationary spiral. Price raises have brought
the cost of dorm meals to $1.05, while dorm students pay only 78.3 cents.

Prices continue upward spiral
by JIMHEALY

$64,000 worth of food, while
during the same period in 1972,
A payment of 78.3 cents per 630 students consumed $58,000
meal on a meal that costs $1.05 in worth of food. This represents a
the dormitory food service 33 per cent overall increase in the
operations will help result in over cost of the food service
a $32,000 budget deficit for 1973- operations per student.
74, according to Director of
The cost of living in the dor
Dormitories Neil Amerman.
mitories in '72-'73 was $900, and
Amerman said that from July this year the price has risen to
to Nov. 30, 1973, 520 students ate $960. Even though the dormitory
price tag jumped up $60, it has
not been nearly enough to meet
the rising costs.
Amerman could not say
exactly how much of the cost of
the dorms would rise next year,
but promised that it would be "at
least" $40, putting the cost of
Do you find yourself wandering residence hall living for '74-'75 at
the streets at night? Are you over $1,000.
bored, lonely, in need of someone
This year students pay $3.91
to rap with, or in a desperate per day for room and board, with
situation? If any of the afore $2.35 of this representing food
mentioned concerns you, the service
costs
and
$1.56
People Place is for you.
representing housing costs. The
It is located across from Arby total expenditure per day for food
Hall and is open 5-12 p.m. week and housing by the dormitories
days and 7-3 a.m. on weekends. comes to $4.16, which is divided
This place has people on duty into several categories.
who are devoted to make you feel
Labor takes $1.09, food $105,
comfortable and are equipped bond payments on buildings .97,
with a listening ear we could all fixed expenses .52 and other
use now and then. Maybe its miscellaneous expenses take 53
raining (not at all unusual) and cents.
you don't particularly want to get
"Loss of freshman registration
wet, stop in and visit. It's the last has hurt the dormitories,"
place on campus where you can Amerman mentioned. He said
get a bottle of pop for ten cents. If that the dormitory revenue
you want to call the People Place "hinges upon the enrollment of
their number is 838-0042.
the college as a whole."

Problems?
solutions!

fOR
fEbRUARy

AMETHYST
SAys "hAppy biRThdAy
A

AS NO OThER
qifr

^

CAN

The dormitories have the
capacity to hold 977 students
when they are full, and right now
thay are down about 450 students.
This represents a loss of
approximately
$360,000
in
revenue.
Amerman explained that the
dorms were operating at a break
even point now, but that they
could absorb some more jolts if
they were forced to. He added
that financially if any more
residents were lost "we would be
hurt."
To ease the situation the food
service has rarely allowed
seconds on main entree items
that contain meat, although
Amerman maintains that the
volume of food served hasn't
been cut back any. In other areas
some overall operating costs are
either being eliminated or cut
back.
No long range steps are being
taken at this time to ease the
deficit situation.

State and Liberty Sts.
J a n u a r y 31, 1974

Salem

364-2224

ban open field burning in Oregon
after January 1, 1975. Alter
natives to open field burning are
being developed and evaluated
by the grass seed industry and
Oregon State University.
This 82-page report and its
underlying
research
were
designed to contribute to an
understanding of the technical
and economic relationships
within the seed industry. This
information is expected to con
tribute to further research in
progress at OSU concerning field
burning alternatives for the grass
seed industry. Persons interested
may request a copy of this report,
Circular of Information 643, from
the OSU Agricultural Ex
periment Station.

Adams asks
extra funds
In this day and age of rising
costs it is no wonder that any
department of any college or
university should ask for more
money for the next scheduled
calendar school year.
Such is the case of OCE's
drama department. Dr. Allen
Adams, director of the drama
department, said he would ask
for a 10 percent increase in funds
for next year. With prices of 1973
skyrocketing it is pertinent that
more money be allocated to the
drama department.
Dr. Adams also stated that the
department could use more
money for such things as stan
dard props, costumes, etc.,
however due to the declining
enrollment and funds he would be
happy to receive the 10 percent
increase asked for.

Dr. Ghim gains
citizenship

We have a wealth of
amethysts . . . to sa
lute your favorite Feb
ruary birthday cele
brant. All ready to go
into settings of ex
ceptional quality and
beauty.

Economic Characteristics of
Farms Producing Grass Seed in
the Willamette Valley, by Dr.
Frank
Conklin,
Associate
Professor
of
Agricultural
Economics at OSU, and Douglas
E. Fisher, Assistant Professor of
Economics a t OCE, was recently
by
the
OSU
published
Agricultural Experiment Station.
Recent public concern over
environmental quality problems
in Oregon has focussed attention
on Willamette Valley grass seed
production, due to the cultural
practice of post-harvest burning
of grass straw and stubble, which
serves the purposes of removing
residue and controlling various
plant diseases. The 1971 State
Legislature passed a measure to

Douglas E. Fisher, Assistant Professor of Economics at OCE,
recently co-authored a newly published book on the economics of
farms producing grass seed.

Spanish movies set
Aqui se oye espanol:
Dia
lunes
martes
miercoles
jueves
viernes
sabado
sabado

sabado
Dr. Youngje Paul Kim,
assistant professor of political domingo
science at OCE since 1969, and his
family became naturalized domingo
citizens of the United States in
January.
Dr. Kim changed the spelling ol
his name to Ghim at the same sabado
time. Pronounciation remains
lunes
the same.
Dr. Ghim was educated and
held the position of lecturer at the lunes
Chungang University in Seoul.
After coming to the United States viernes
he attended the University of
Washington where he obtained sabado
his master of arts degree in 1964.

Programa de Radio y Tiempo
KWRC - Nasario Flores-Valle Alegre
3:00p.m. to4:30p.m.
KWRC - Nasario Flores-Valle Alegre
3:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
KWRC - Nasario Flores-Valle Alegre
3:00p.m. to4:30p.m.
KWRC - Enciso-Telefone-Elna
3:00p.m. to4:30p.m.
KWRC-Nasario Flores-Valle Alegre
3:00p.m. to4:30p.m.
KWRC - Fred y Nellie Hererra
12:15p.m. to 1:00p.m.
KWRC - Guadalupe Bustos
2:00p.m. to3:00p.m.
KWRC - Nasario Flores-Valle Algre
3:00p.m. to4:30p.m.
KSLM - David y Armando Enciso-Atardezer
8:00p.m. to 10:00p.m.
KWRC - Ambrosio Yanis-Azote del Valle
9:30a.m. to 11:00a.m.
Television
The Modesto Riso Show - canal 12
11:30a.m. to 12:00a.m.
Alma Chicana-Koap-canal 10 Portland
10:30p.m. to 11:00p.m.
Alma Chicana-Koap-canal 7 Corvallis
10:30p.m. to 11:00p.m.
KWRC - Nasario Flores-Valle Alegre
3:00p.m. to4:30p.m.
KWRC - Enciso Telefone-Enlo
12:15 p.m. tol:00p.m.
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On campus

lamron 2 takes criticism & praise
by Nancy Bartosz
and Kenn Lehto
Photos by Val Camp

still on that same high standard.
I'm amazed that you can con
tinue a high level quality
depending on volunteers to do the
work!"

Now and again we (the lamron
2 staff) get some negative
feedback, that is to say "gripes"
from some of the individuals we
come in contact with about
lamron 2 and what it should be.
Though most of this response is
honest and spontaneous, it is also
sporatic and difficult to gauge in
terms of the total campus
population. What we would like to
see is more direct feedback, such
as "letters to the editor", or at a
more personal level attending
our Thursday evening meeting,
when we critique our most recent
issue. This meeting begins at 5:30
p.m., and we welcome whatever
Dan Christenson (senior) - I'd
comments you might bring.
really like you people to post
In the mean time we (Nancy &
office hours when we could
Kenn) went out to see what we some
get a hold of you! We never know
could find in terms of relevant when we can get a hold of
feedback on this week's topic:
anybody. That's my only gripe.
"What comments or criticisms
do you have about lamron 2?"

Cliff Lindsey (OCE Campus
Minister) - I don't have much
critcism of the paper. All the
times I've submitted an article to
the lamron for publication,
there's only been one time when
it hasn't been printed. They've
had a good response to me and I
appreciate it.
I think the quality of the paper
was certainly set when last
year's editor initiated lamron 2,
and I think this year's quality is

Jean Livingston (junior) - I
enjoy reading it because it has a
lot to offer in all aspects to
national news, international news
as well as to the school. It has
human interest stories that I
enjoy, especially entertainment.
It does tend to not get into
controversial subjects, but I
understand that a newspaper
can't always take a definite stand
on everything. I think that the
paper's doing a pretty good job.

Norman Lieuallen (senior) - I
liked it last term really well. I
thought it was a good paper. I
read the whole front page and the
sports section. I'm not too big on
arts and this sort of thing but
there are a lot of people on
campus that do enjoy them.
I think, right now, they ought to
have a little more on this oil
shortage. It's a big farce, as far
as I feel. It ought to be pointed out
to more people just what it is all
about.

Roger Morris (fresh.) - Your
entertainment section is good. I
think you need more features.
You cover national events and
relate them locally, which is
good. That's about all I can say
because I've only read two
lamrons.

Buzz Nightpipe (junior) - Some
of the articles aren't really
relevant to some of the students.
I used it and it's been real good
to me as far as the Native
American Student Association.
It's been pretty helpful to us.
As with the Student Service
Center, I know there are some
input and communication dif
ficulties. I'm really happy with
Val Humke (junior) - I think it. I read it every week!"
there could be more letters to the
editor. I don't think there's
enough space for that.
It could use a little more
constructive criticism. I feel it's
too moderate.
It goes along with everything in
this school and there's a lot in this
school that needs to be whipped
At least 10 volunteers are
up. It needs some more con needed in the two-year old
troversial subjects that would program, Training Volunteers as
apply to the school.
Rehabilitation
Coaches
(TOVARC), at the Fairview
Hospital and Training Center in
Salem.
The TOVARC project offers
learn-by-doing training in
years, has grown to enormous assisting Fairview patients to
size. Today one in every four take a useful place in normal
Uruguayans has a government
job, this in addition to a social
welfare system, which has grown
at an alarming rate, have cut
deeply into the country's ear
nings.
Be sure and look in Swindel
This is the end result of ex Hall at the Spanish Club's
cessive governmental taxation. bulletin board for the sign-up
The siphoning off of profits from sheet for attending movies in
a thriving economy to support a Woodburn. The moves are in the
s p r a w l i n g g o v e r n m e n t a l Spanish Language.
bureaucracy and welfare system,
President
Mrs.
Herman
can only result in a lower stan reports that a car will be taken to
dard of living for everyone.
the Woodburn movies, any
Couple this with inflation, a Wednesday evening there are
governmental policy reflected in enough people signed up to go.
higher prices, and with the fact The cost of the gas will be shared.
that fewer and fewer people have The movies cost $1.00 and are
the necessary capital to produce contemporary and usually very
goods, and you have the story of worthwhile.
Uruguay...the United States?
If you are interested in takingPerhaps she can benefit from in one of these movies, please
Uruguay's example and reverse sign up on the sheet provided on
the trend she now seems to be the bulletin board in Swindel
headed in . History does not have Hall. You need not be a member
to repeat itself.
of Spanish Club to attend.

Once called "the Switzerland of
America," Uruguay is now faced
with hard times. In 1951, ac
cording to Newsweek, Uruguay
was a small, rich country. There
was no abject poverty that mars
many Latin American countries,
no beggars on the streets, no
filthy shanty towns hidden behind
the magnificent facades of
government buildings and
illiteracy
was
practically
nonexistent.
People in the '50's were
flocking to Uruguay. The
economy, based on wool, hides
and meat was sturdy—the
currency stable. Strongly on the
side of democracy Uruguay was
definitely a middle-class coun
try; its people did not hesitate to
speak up for their democratic
beliefs.
Today, all this has changed.
The flourishing conditions which
characterized the Uruguay of the
1950's have vanished.
"The typical commuter,"
reports the Statesman (1-13-74)
"now spends one fifth of his
monthly paycheck to fill the gas
tank of his Volkswagenone time -- if he can afford the
$10,500 price of the car."
People no longer flock
to
Uruguay, in fact there is a
growing movement to leave-to
emigrate. There is a wait of up to
a year to get passports, and the
passport office is handling 100
applications a day-by ap
pointment. Some who applied

early this January have been
given appointments for next
December.
Gasoline, as mentioned above
is expensive-$2.30 per gallon...a
year ago, only $.50 a gallon.
Moon-lighting has become a
common practice and families
are buying shoes on the in
stallment plan.
"Since July, not a single day
has been lost to strikes," and last
year stoppages cost the economy
$47 million, or 75 per cent of one
year's growth in GNP figured at 4
per cent.
Inflation and shortages plague
Uruguay. Combined, they have
virtually succeeded in ruining
Uruguay's tourist markets, and
have seriously injured production
in all scales. Who is responsible
for the decline in the standard of
living, in this once prosperous
country?
Basically, the government and
its policies. Last year the
Uruguayian government sold 20
per cent—about $70 million
worth—of its gold reserves. At
the same time the bureaucracy
which has emerged over the
MEN! - WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! No ex
perience required. Excellent
pay. Worldwide travel. Per
fect summer job or career.
Send $3.00 for information,
SEAFAX, Dept. 10-S, P.O.
Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98362.

Beth Howard (soph.) - The
layout of the paper just doesn't
look very interesting to me. On
the feature pages, the stories just
look too long, so I don't read
them. They should be shorter
things.
The sports section is good.

Volunteers are needed
for TOVARC project

Could it be happening to us?
by Melisa McFie

Carolyn Johnson (soph) - I
think it's a good paper. I can't
think of what you might want to
change.
It's pretty good about covering
school affairs and it covers
national news too, which is good.
I think it's a thorough paper.

Spanish Club
attends movies

your tobacconist,
Dick Van Home
fine imported pipes
mail order service

S

325 Court Street N E
phone 585-7600

quality tobabco
blended in our shop
cigarette
tobaccos and papers

social life. Volunteers serve four
hours each week with one
assigned resident 18 to 25 years
old who is community-bound and
who needs a one-to-one, in depth
coaching situation in which to
develop social skills. Examples
are taking a bus to get to town,
how to look for a place to live,
how to order a meal in a
restaurant and how to get along
with the general public.
The coaches are vital in
preparing these young people for
life outside the institution, says
Jinny White, project director.
The hours can be arranged to fit
the college student's schedule,
she said as she pointed out that
experience indicates the students
are excellent coaches.

The
Gallery
Bookstore
Headquarters
For All Your
Book Needs -

-fGift Editions
-I- Paperbacks
+ Bargain Books
+ Special Orders
+ Art Nouveau
Posters
609 Court St.
Dallas
Call 623-5772
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down the street

Venezuelan on campus:
Miguel Torroba

the role that wonheran Oscar nomination. Shows are at 4:00, 6:30 anS
9:15 p.m. in MHA, for 75 cents.

by JIMHEALY

+++

In a school with a large per
centage of commuting students,
and an even larger percentage of
native Oregonians, it is rare that
a foreign student be found on the
campus of OCE. Nineteen-yearold Miguel Torroba, from
Caracas, Venezuela, is one such
student.
Miguel first came to the United
States 17 months ago as part of
the International Fellowship
Exchange Program, and made
his home in Salem while at
tending Cascade Union High
School. Upon graduation, and the
advise of a counselor at Cascade,
he made plans to attend
Chemeketa Community College
for fall term '73.
One term at Chemeketa was
enough to convince the 5'7"
Venezuelan that a community
college atmosphere was not for
him. The commuting to and from
every day, and problems that it
caused, enticed him to look into
another college.
OCE became that college, and
so far Miguel says he "likes it
very much." He plans to go to
OCE for two years and then
transfer to the U of O, where he
may major in architecture.
"I found good people here," he
said. "They are teaching me
much, and it is good experience
to live in the dorm."
Miguel is living in Butler Hall
and carrying a class load of 16
hours. In addition to being a
teacher's aid in a beginning
Spanish class, he is taking
trigonometry,
geography,
design, athletic conditioning and
drama.

A flute recital featuring Holly Buss will be given on Monday, Feb 4
at 8 p.m. in the Music Hall Auditorium.

+++
Preview Day Movie: The Walt Disney classic, "Pollyanna"
starring Hayley Mills, Jane Wyman. Karl Maiden and Agnes
Moorehead. will be shown in the Music Hall Auditorium on Saturdav
Feb. 2, at 2 p.m. The cost is only 25 cents.

+++
"Shades of the Past", a series of paintings by Phyllis Richardson is
on display now through 8 February from 8 to 5 p.m. in Campbell Hall
Gallery 107. Don't miss it!

+++
Are you still looking for a ride to and from school? Check out the car
pool information now being gathered in the Student Government office
in the College Center.

+++
"Life of the American Hobo" as captured by Michael Mather, is a
series of photographs now on display in the College Center Concourse
until Feb. 8.

+++
The OCE Kinetic Theatre presents "Switched-On Concert", an
avant-garde and multi-media music presentation on Thursday, Feb. 7,
in the Music Hall Auditorium. Shows will be at 7:30 and 9 p.m. The cost
is $1.25 for adults and 75 cents for students and children.

+++
OCE SPORTS SCENE: Thursday Jan. 31 - Bowling vs. Mt. Hood CC,
Pioneer Lanes, 4 p.m.; Friday, Feb. 1 - Basketball vs. WWSC, NPE,
7:30 p.m., Freshmen basketball vs. Warner Pacific, 5:30, Swimming
vs. EWSC, 7 p.m., Wrestling vs. Linfield, NPE, 4 p.m., Men's gym
nastics vs. Eastern Montana, in Billings, Mont., 7 p.m.; Saturday,
Feb. 2 - Wrestling vs. SOC, NPE, 7:30 p.m., .. Basketball vs. Columbia
Christian College, in Portland, 7:30 p.m., Soccer vs. Willamette, at
Willamette, 2 p.m.; Monday, Feb. 4 - Freshmen basketball vs. Nat'l.
Guard, 5:30 p.m., Basketball vs. U. of Alaska, NPE, 7:30 p.m.;
Tuesday, Feb. 5 - Women's gymnastics vs. U. of Nevada, in Reno, 2
p.m.; Wednesday, Feb. 6 - Women's basketball vs. U of O, 7:30 p.m.

+++
For your Information: There will be five new highway signs to point
the way to OCE from Salem this spring. Our thanks to the OCE Dads
Club who worked out the agreement with the State Highway Division.

Miguel Torroba
He mentioned that at times he
has difficulty understanding the
profs, but that his total
comprehension has improved
immensely since the time when
he first arrived in the United
States. Although he had been
schooled in English in Venezuela,
he said he really "didn't learn
much" English until he came to
Salem.

In Salem he stayed with Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley Frankum, who
acted as his guardians while he
was going to Cascade High
School. His family lives in
Caracas, where his father is a
designer of kitchens and
cabinets. Miguel plans to return
to Venezuela when he graduates
from college.

+ -+• -+Don't forget to give your share when the Blood Drive comes to OCE
College Center Concourse on Tuesday, Feb. 5, from noon to 7 p.m. and
Wednesday, Feb. 6, from 9:30 to 4 p.m.

+++
Preview Day, Saturday, Feb. 2: High school students visit the
campus to learn more about OCE. For more inforamtion, contact the
College Center office.
+ + -h
The Christmas Seal Breathmobile will be on campus to give free
lung function tests to anyone over 18 years of age from 10 a.m. to 1
p.m. and 2:30 to5:30 p.m., Friday, Feb. 1.

Would you let them starve?
"If we had no social security,
many people would go hungry."

Though compulsory social
security has been the law of the
land for little more than a
generation, many citizens of the
United States are now convinced
that they couldn't get along
+++
without it. To express doubts
about the propriety of the
Preview Day Special: On Friday, Feb. 1, Lou Jones will be per
program is to invite the question:
forming from 9 to 11 p.m. in Waldo's Den in the Food Service Building. "Would
you let them starve?"
On Saturday, Feb. 2, John Othus will be performing in Waldo's Den
Millions of Americans are old
from 2 to 3 p.m.
enough to remember things that
+ •+* 4happened prior to passage of the
Dr. Thomas L. Rhea, a leading figure in electronic music, will Social Security Act in 1935, but
demonstrate and talk on the Moog Synthesizer in the Willamette Room where is one of them who ever
of the College Center at 4 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 7. There is no charge. watched a human being starve?
+++
No, we wouldn't "let them
Application forms for OSEA scholarships are available in Ad 107. starve." Anyone would have to
Those wishing to apply for these wards must do so before March 1.
work hard at it, in secret, to
+++
approach starvation in this
The OCE Flying Club meets every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in country. So why is it so widely
Natural Science 101. If you're interested in learning to fly or just like believed that, without social
security benefit payments,
flying in general drop in or contact Wayne Embree at 838-5927.
many people would go hungry?
+ 4- +
The social security idea is
The OCE Ski Club meeting will be this Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
based on the questionable
Cmatilla Room of the College Center.
premise that a man's usefullness
ends at age 65. He is supposed to
be without savings and without
capacity to continue to earn his
living. If that premise were
correct, it would be easy to see
how hunger might develop
among the aged. If they're really
good-for-nothing, who wants to be
bothered to look after the old
folks.
Lumping people into groups
and jumping to conclusions about
each group-people over 65 would
go hungry without social
security-is popular procedure. A
corollary conclusion is that
breadwinners under 65 must be
compelled by force of law to
respect and care for their elders.
These conclusions rest on false
assumptions made by those so
lacking in self-respect that they
can have no faith in anyone else
as an individual. Their faith is in

SALEM HEALTH FOODS
409 CENTER STREET
DOWNTOWN SALEM PLAZA

We have the largest
selection of food supplimenfs,
natural foods and cosmetics
in the Willamette Valley
MAIL ORDERS - PREPAID OVER '15.

January 31, 1974

coercion, and they thus conclude
that government holds the only
answer to every problem.
To those of little faith, it is
necessary to explain again and
again and again that government
is noncreative and can distribute
only what it first taxes away from
the productive efforts of in
dividuals. "The people" are-first,
last, and always-individuals,
some
more
economically
creative than others, but each
worthy of respect as a human
being. To tax a man's earnings
and savings, for other then
defensive purposes, is to reduce
his capacity and his incentive to
care for himself and for others,
rendering him part slave to
others and thus less than human.
Furthermore, he also is enslaved
and debased who either volun
teers or is forved to look to the
taxing power of government for
his livelihood.
Slavery has been tried in the
United States, unfortunately, and
a major reason why it failed is
that it was, and is, an
unproductive way of life; it lets
people go hungry! It also is
morally degrading to slave and
master alike. Yet, we are being
told that without compulsory
social security taxes upon the
young and strong, the oldsters
among us would go hungryperhaps starve; we are invited to
try once again a semi-slave
system-under
benevolent
masters, of course! Well, these
premises are faulty. Free human
beings may be counted upon to
care well for themselves and for
their fellow men, voluntarily.
What should concern us all is
that, if we persist under that false
premises of the social security
idea many Americans will go
hungry-not only physically
hungry, but morally and
spiritually starved as well.

The prime argument against
social security is in the moral
realm. Giving to one individual or
group the fruits of the labor of
others taken from them by
coercion
is
an
immoral
procedure, with destructive
effect upon the sense of personal
responsibility of everyone in
volved. But there are sufficient
reasons for rejecting the
program, even from a strictly
materialistic point of view.:
1. It is not old-age insurance; it
is a regressive income tax, the
greatest burden of which falls on
those earning $13,200 or less
annually.
2. The so-called social security
fund of about $20 billion amounts
to nothing more than a
bookkeeping entry, showing how
much money the Federal
government has borrowed from
itself in the name of social
security and spent for other
purposes.
3. The fact that an individual
has paid social security taxes all
his life does not mean that any of
that money has been set aside or
invested for his account; if he
ever receives social security
benefits, they must come from
taxes collected from other
(perhaps even from him) times.
4. The matching amounts,
presumably paid by employers
on behalf of individual em
ployees, are in effect paid by the
employees
either
through
reduced wages or through higher
prices for goods and services.
5. Offering a subsidy to those
who retire at age 65 does not
provide additional savings for
plants and tools and thus create
jobs for younger workers; it
increases their tax load.
6. A person now entering the
social security program at age 20
is scheduled to pay far more in
taxes than is promised him in
benefits.
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Entertainment editor:
Week's on, so is Camp

lamron 2's

Entertainment Guide

Howdy! I hope the past week treated you as good as it
did me. I think I've got Jeremy (the weather freak)
Week under control. I spent the weekend in the woods
where the worst weather was a light mist. Since then,
the sun hasn't appeared for a reasonable length of time
and it has been a mite windy, but I decided to take Jere
my on as a writer. Now he's assembling a Top Ten al
bums for each issue and, who knows, he could knock out
a review or two someday. The Duke's on a short vaca
tion, but music and film fans should enjoy (or chuckle)
at the story at right. We've got a preview of next Thurs
day's Kinetic Theatre at left. That's usually one event
that goes over well at OCE. And now a few words about
Valli Camp, the writing photographer...! was going to
put down a few words, but they got misplaced or
allmixedupinthetypewriter. Oh well! Take note of the 4
p.m matinee for "Lady Sings The Blues" Friday and
another matinee (for "Sounder") next Friday. So you
won't get blown away before next week, hang tight onto
a tree (or a friend) and have a nice day.
- Dan Tompkins

A

rose
by

other any

By VALLI CAMP

It's a rowdy game of musical chairs played to electronic tape music when OCE's Kinetic
Theatre presents the number "Flash." While Randy McCartney attempts to maintain a
monopoly on the chairs, Don Adkins helps himself to a music stand and George Strid settles for
a chair, kinetic Theatre, OCE vehicle for avant-garde and multi-media music, will present a
program of five selections twice, at 7:30 and 9 p.m., February 7, in the Music Hall Auditorium.
(Photo courtesy OCE Music Department)

Kinetic Theatre
comes next week
Kinetic Theatre, the outlet for
avant-garde and multi-media
musical presentations at Oregon
College of Education, will present
five selections on a program
titled "Switched-On Music" here
February 7.
To be included in the program,
presented twice at 7:30 and 9 p.m.
is the premiere performance of
"Flash," a selection authored
and arranged by three OCE
students with Salem ties.
Alice Olsen of Salem, a former
McNary high school student;
Julia Hays, a North Salem high
graduate and Steve Schenck of
Salem are the composer of the
multi-media production.
Also on the program is "Missa
Brevis," a composition by Phil
Winsor, director of the Electronic
Music Studio at De Paul
University in Chicago; "Torero"
by Beth Anderson, a graduate
student at Mills College. Ms.
Anderson has won several
awards for her avant garde
compositions and has received
commissions to compose works
in that area.
"Flash," a selection for three
performers and electronic tapes
by Stan Gibb of 'north Texas
State University will be a repeat
performance of a selection given
at a Kinetic Theatre performance
last summer.
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A new selection, "Balloon
Man," for quadriphonic tape and
film was composed by Peter Tod
Lewis and Franklin .Miller of the
University of Iowa music and
multi-media faculty.
The program is directed by Dr.
Marion Schrock, associate
professor of music at OCE and
produced by Dr. David Wallace,
professor of music. Technician is
Ray Finnell, OCE music student.
The same program will be given
at Oregon State University
February 21 as a part of their
"Cultural Week" and also at the
Music Edicators National Con
ference at Anaheim, Calif., in
March.
Associated Students of OCE are
sponsors of the February 7
program. Admission will be $1.25
for adults and 75 cents for OCE
students and children. Tickets
are available at the College
Center Office.
The concert will be preceded at
4 p.m. by a demonstrationlecture of the Moog Synthesizer
by Dr. Thomas L. Rhea, a leader
in the field of electronic music, in
the Willamette Room of the
College Center. The synthesizer
is used in many avant garde
music selections, to create
background for films and
television programs, and is
finding many uses in school
music programs.

According t o a c e r t a i n g r o u p of M a r t i a n hitchikers,
o t h e r w i s e known a s g r e e n t h u m b e r s , a n e w r o s e evolved
t h r o u g h applied cultivation in g r e e n h o u s e s a n d white
houses a c r o s s t h e c o u n t r y . T h e r o s e w a s given the
scientific label " c o n f i s c a t a r o s a , " b u t w a s more
popularly known a s t h e " K a t e , " a f t e r s o m e o n e ' s pet
eagle.
In t h e e a r l y s t a g e s of d e v e l o p m e n t , experimental
p l a n t e r s f a c e d difficulties in m a k i n g t h e Kates grow.
T h a t is, with t h e e x c e p t i o n of o n e prominent ex
p e r i m e n t a l i s t f r o m t h e e a s t of S a n Clemente who
b e c a m e widely a c c e p t e d a s a n a v i d Kate-growers. His
K a t e s g r e w wildly beyond a n d proportion imagined by
less e x p e r i e n c e d t e c h n i c i a n s . When a s k e d t h e secret of
successful Kate-growing, the man thoughtfully
a n n o u n c e d t h a t h e c h o s e s p e c i a l w a t e r f o r his Kates, and
t h a t it w a s t h e w a t e r t h a t m a d e t h e d i f f e r e n c e .
" A h , h a ! " e x c l a i m e d a n x i o u s g r e e n thumbers
t h r o u g h o u t t h e r e a l m -- " W a t e r K a t e ! "
M o r a l : a r o s e by a n y o t h e r n a m e c a n plead political
anonymity.

Warsaw Philharmonic plays
Portland Monday, Feb. 11
The Warsaw National Philhar
monic Orchestra of Poland will
appear in concert on stage at the
Portland Civic Auditorium on
Monday, Feb. 11 at 8:15 p.m.
under the local auspices of
Celebrity Attractions. The famed
orchestra will perform under the
baton of Witold Rowicki, artistic
director and leading conductor of
the group since 1950.
One of Europe's greatest or
chestras, the Warsaw Philhar
monic was founded in 1900. Its
originator, first musical director
and conductor was Emil
Mlynarski, artist, composer and
conductor well known in the
musical worlds of Europe and
America, and incidentally,
father-in-law of pianistic giant
Arthur Rubinstein.
Heart of the post World War II
cultural revival in Poland, the
Warsaw Philharmonic, under the
continuous musical direction of
Witold Rowicki, has, in the last 15
years, had a period of unceasing
successes all over the world with
concerts in Europe, America,
Asia, Africa and Australia. No
other orchestra in the world has,
during this time, given so many
concerts abroad.
Heart of the post World War II
cultural revival in Poland, the
Warsaw Philharmonic, under the

continuous musical direction of and orchestra); Maurice Ravel,
Witold Rowicki, has, in the last 15 Scherherezade (soprano and
years, had a period of unceasing orchestra) and P. Tschaikowsky,
successes all over the world with Symphony No. 4, f minor.
Tickets for the Warsaw
concerts in Europe, America,
Asia, Africa and Australia. No Philharmonic, priced at $7.00,
other orchestra in the world has, $6.00, $5.00 and $4.00 are on sale
during this time, given so many now at Celebrity Attractions, 1010
S. W. Morrison, Portland 97205.
concerts abroad.
Program for the Feb. 11th Holders of tickets for the
concert of the Warsaw National Budapest Symphony which was
Philharmonic will be: Stanislaw cancelled earlier in the season
Moniszko, Concert Overture are advised that those tickets wi
"Fairy
Tale,"
Karol be honored for the Warsaw
Szymanowski, Litany (soprano Philharmonic on Feb. 11th.
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Reader's poll

What you like best:
films, albums in '73
by DAN TOMPKINS
Entertainment editor
Three weeks ago, in an attempt
to find out if any readers cared to
share their opinions with me, I
introduced a "reader's poll,
asking for top five or ten album
and or film picks for 1973.
I was hoping I might be
tabulating the results of 50 or 60
lists (which isn't very many,
considering the readership), but
now I find only eight replies
staring back at me. Since no
accurate consensus can be
drawn from so few lists, I think
I'll just give them right back to
you.
First the films; two Top Five
lists and one Top Ten:
1. Brother Sun, Sister Moon; 2.
Silent Running; 3. Westworld; 4.
The Way We Were; 5. Emperor of
the North.
1. The Way We Were; 2. Last
Tango in Paris; 3. Jesus Christ
Superstar; 4. Papillion; 5. Pat
Garrett and Billy the Kid.
1. American Graffiti; 2. Paper
Moon; 3. The Way We Were; 4.
Scarecrow; 5. Electra-Glide in
Blue; 6. Brother Sun Sister
Moon; 7. Magnum Force; 8.
Westworld; 9. Jesus Christ
Superstar; 10. Soylent Green.
And now, the albums; two Top
Five lists and three Top Tens;
1. Fantasy, Carole King; 2.
Jesus Christ Superstar Sound
track; 3. Hank Wilson's Back,
Vol. 1, Hank Wilson; 4. Joy, Isaac
Hayes; 5. Let Me Tell You About
a Song, Merle Haggard.
1. Sunshine, Original Television
Soundtrack; 2. Bright White,

Shawn Phillips; 3. Mystery To
Me, Fleetwood Mac; 4. I Got a
Name, Jim Croce; 5. Sound
track of "Pat Garrett and Billy
the Kid," Bob Dylan.
1. Will the Circle Be Unbroken,
The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band; 2.
Foreigner, Cat Stevens; 3. Jerry
Jeff Walker; 4. Goodbye Yellow
Brick Road, Elton John; 5. Over
the
Rainbow,
Livingston
Taylor; 6. Don't Shoot Me, I'm
Only The Piano Player; 7. For
Everyman, Jackson Browne; 8.
Don't Cry Now, Linda Ronstadt;
9. Diamond Girl, Seals & Crofts;
10. Portfolio, Richie Havens.
1. Valley Hi, Ian Matthews; 2.
Still Alive & Well, Johnny Win
ter; 3. Fresh, Sly & the Family
Stone; 4. Robin Trower; 5. On
The Road, Traffic; 6. Get Your
Rocks Off, Manfred Mann; 7.
Phew, Claudia Linnear; 8.Red
Rose Speedway, Paul McCartney
& Wings; 9. Brothers and Sisters,
Allman Brothers Band; 10.
Chicago VI, Chicago.
1. I Got A Name, Jim Croce; 2.
Goodbye Yellow Brick Road,
Elton
John;
3.
Farewell
Andromeda, John Denver; 4. Life
& Times, Jim Croce; 5. Ringo,
Ringo Starr; 6. Innervisions,
Stevie Wonder; 7. Band on the
Run, Paul McCartney & Wings;
8. Don't Shoot Me, I'm Only The
Piano Player, Elton John; 9.
Angel Clare, Art Garfunkel; 10.
Killing Me Softly, Roberta Flack.
There you have it, folks; the
one and only lamron 2 Enter
tainment Guide's "Poll of What
Made It in '73: Films & Albums."
If your favorites aren't here, you
can only ask yourself why?

Lewis
Clark
and
presents 'Kaspar'
Fir Acres Theatre, Lewis and
Clark College, presents Kaspar, a
play by Austrian playwright
Peter
Handke,
Monday,
February 4 through Saturday,
February 9.

to have grown up in a box. Hauser
appeared in Nuremberg in 1828,
with the mental potential of an
adult, yet he was unable to walk
or speak.

Kaspar, directed by James
Ostholthoff and translated by
Michael Roloff, is a word torture.
Handke's inspiration for this play
came from the story of Kaspar
Hauser, a 16-year old boy thought

The playwright points out how
words have become our only
possibility of expression. If what
we feel lacks a word to describe
it, we cannot express it. Even
tually our feeling is modified to
suit an existing word, thus
eliminating
individuality.
Prompters, representing society,
mold Kaspar who is the in
dividual. Staging is simple,
emphasiying Kaspar's progress
as he moves through the stages of
social development.

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #-2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material i s sold for
research a s s i s t a n c e only.

Raw talent and a bare stage are elements present at a rehearsal for "Death of a Salesman,"
OCE's winter mainstage play. Cast members present are Mary Niklas, Mike Cauthon and Jody
Marsh. The play is under the direction of Mr. Robert Page and will be in the Little Theatre 13-16
February. Tickets are now at the College Center Office. (Photo by Tim Johnson)

Calendar of coming events
ART
"Shades of the Past: Paintings by Phyllis
Richardson" is the current exhibit in
C a m p b e l l H a l l G a l l e r y 107. G a l l e r y h o u r s
are
8-5,
Monday-Friday, through
8
February.
Photos by Michael Mather depicting the
life of the American hobo are in the College
Center through 7 February. Beginning 8
February is the exhibit, "Rugs and or."

S c u l p t u r e by L e e Kelly, w e a v i n g by S a r a
Long a n d t a p e s t r y b y David Vogel a r e a t t h e
C o n t e m p o r a r y C r a f t s G a l l e r y , 3934 SW
Corbett Ave., P o r t l a n d .
" N o s t a l g i a USA" is a t t h e Coos
M u s e u m , 515 M a r k e t St., Coos Bay.

Art

"Craig's Corner," a series of pen and ink
drawings by Ron Craig appears weekly in
lamron 2's Entertainment Guide.
FILMS
"Lady Sings The Blues" will be shown in
the Music Hall Auditorium Friday at 4, 6:30
and 9:15 p.m. Cost is 75c. "Pollyanna" will
be shown Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m. for
25c.
" T h e D a y o f t h e D o l p h i n " is a t C i n e m a 21,
NW 21st & Hoyt in P o r t l a n d .
" T h e S t i n g " is c u r r e n t l y a t t h e E a s t g a t e
Tri C i n e m a , 82nd & Division, P o r t l a n d .
"King of Hearts," "Bambi Meets God
zilla" and "Thank You Mask Man" are at

t h e Movie House, 1220 SW Taylor in P o r
tland.
" R o b i n H o o d " is now a t t h e S t a t e T h e a t r e ,
219 SW 3rd in Corvallis.

CBS's " M y s t e r y T h e a t e r " c a s t s your
imagination in a s t a r r i n g role e v e r y night on
KOI N AM r a d i o 970 a t 10:07 p . m . T h e s e r a d i o
s u s p e n s e d r a m a s a r e new, hosted by E . G.
Marshall. .
OTHER

T h u r s d a y 31 J a n u a r y is t h e b i r t h d a t e of
Norman Mailer (1923), Carol Channing
(1921), G a r r y AAoore (1915), J a m e s F r a n
c i s c u s (1934) a n d S u z a n n e P l u s h e t t e (1937),
It is a l s o t h e a n n i v e r s a r y of t h e first ' b i g '
motion p i c t u r e m a d e in California. It w a s a
o n e r e e l e r , " T h e Count of Monte C n s t o , "
r e l e a s e d in 1908 This w e e k is t h e 10th
a n n i v e r s a r y of t h e Beatles' first hit in t h e
U.S., " I Want to Hold Your Hand "
F r i d a y 1 F e b r u a r y is National F r e e d o m
Day a n d begins National Boy Scout Month. It
is a l s o t h e a n n i v e r s a r y of t h e completion of
t h e first motion p i c t u r e studio. It cost $637.67
to build t h e studio, n i c k n a m e d " B l a c k
M a r i a , " in West O r a n g e , N.J., in 1893.
S a t u r d a y 2 F e b r u a r y is Groundhog d a y
a n d Clint Eastwood b e c a m e a s t a r ! " A
Fistful of D o l l a r s " opened in t h e U.S. in 1967.
Today is t h e b i r t h d a t e of J a s c h a Heifetz
(1901) a n d Tom S m o t h e r s (1937).
S u n d a y 3 F e b r u a r y is t h e second
a n n i v e r s a r y of t h e suit Bela Lugosi's e s t a t e
won to collect i n c o m e f r o m " C o u n t D r a c u l a "
momentos.
Monday 4 F e b r u a r y begins National P a y
Your Bills Week a n d is t h e fourth a n
n i v e r s a r y of t h e opening of " P a t t o n , "

s t a r r i n g G e o r g e C. Scott. He b e c a m e t h e
first a c t o r to r e f u s e a n o s c a r .
T h u r s d a y 5 F e b r u a r y is t h e b i r t h d a t e of
Belle S t a r r (1848).
Wednesday 6 F e b r u a r y is Waitingi Day
a n d t h e a n n i v e r s a r y of t h e d a y Charlie C h a p
lin r e l e a s e d " C i t y L i g h t s " (1913). It w a s a
silent film, a t a t i m e when e v e r y b o d y e l s e
w a s converting to talkies.
FOR WHAT IT'S WORTH

T h e national flower of Mexico is. . t h e
cactus.
About two t h i r d s of all d r e a m s a r e urv
pleasant.
R e s e a r c h e r s in London h a v e found a w a y
to m a k e plastic out of potato peelings.
S o m e d a y t h a t disc you s l a p onto your t u r n
t a b l e could s t a r t out a s a potato!
If Air F o r c e O n e would h a v e belonged to
o u r third president, it m i g h t h a v e been
called J e f f e r s o n ' s Airplane.
When a c h i m p a n z e e laughs, h e ' s - u n h a p p y
or annoyed.
In China, d o g s a r e kept in zoos.
A f e m a l e r a b b i t is called a doe.
A frog c a n c a t c h a t h l e t e ' s foot
Women h a v e s h o r t e r vocal c o r d s than
m e n , enabling t h e m to talk e a s i e r .
Seventy five p e r c e n t of t h e F r e n c h don't
brush their teeth
Gorillas c a n ' t s w i m .

" M A S H " is a t t h e V a r s i t y , 115 SW 2nd in
Corvallis through S u n d a y . A F T ' s " B u t l e y "
will r u n M o n d a y a n d T u e s d a y .
" A m e r i c a n G r a f f i t i " is in its 7th week a t
t h e L a n c a s t e r Mall T h e a t r e in S a l e m .

Admission to all performances
is $1.00 for students. A ten per
cent discount will be given to
groups of ten or more., All per
formances begin at 8 p.m. sharp;
call 244-6161, the Fir Acres
Theatre box office for further
information.

" T h e S l e e p e r " a n d " T h e 12 C h a i r s " a r e a t
t h e Capitol T h e a t r e in S a l e m through Sun
d a y . A F T ' s " B u t l e y " will r u n Monday &
Tuesday.
"Executive Action" and "The Candidate"
a r e a t t h e E l s i n o r e T h e a t r e in S a l e m .
THEATRE
"Death of a Salesman" will be in OCE's
L i t t l e T h e a t r e 13-16 F e b r u a r y a t 8 : 1 5 p . m .
Tickets are now on sale, College Center
Office.
MUSIC

J o h n P r i n e a n d S t e v e G o o d m a n will b e a t
P o r t l a n d ' s Civic Auditorium S a t u r d a y 2
February at 8 p.m.
Holly Buss will have a flute recital Monday
4 February at 8 p.m. in the Music Hall.

Shawn Phillips will b e in c o n c e r t with
Quartermass Wednesday 6 February at 8
p.m.
E m e r s o n L a k e & P a l m e r will b e a t t h e
M e m o r i a l Coliseum ( P o r t l a n d ) W e d n e s d a y
13 F e b r u a r y .
Kinetic Theatre will be in the Music Hall
Auditorium Thursday 7 February at 7:30 and
9 p.m.
TELEVISION

S u g g e s t e d viewing:
T h u r s d a y : 9 p . m . on Ch. 2, " P r i m a l M a n :
T h e B a t t l e o f D o m i n a n c e ; " 9 p . m . on Ch. 6,
"The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman"

with Cicely Tyson.
F r i d a y : 10 p . m . on Ch. 2, " T o m a . "
S a t u r d a y : 8 9 p . m . on Ch. 6, " A l l i n t h e
F a m i l y " a n d " M A S H ; " 9 p . m . on Ch. 8,
"Silent Running."
S u n d a y : 10:30 p . m . on Ch.
Welles" Great Mysteries."

6, " O r s o n

RADIO

KINK F M s t e r e o 102 ( P o r t l a n d )
FOCUS list for 31 J a n u a r y , 1, 4, 5, 6
F e b r u a r y is Stevie W o n d e r ; Pink F l o y d ; Bob
Dylan ( l a t e ) ; P e t e r , Paul & M a r y a n d Tim
Buckley ( l a t e ) . E a c h FOCUS is on a
weeknight f r o m 7 7:30.

January 31/ 1974

ALBUM R E V I E W for 2 F e b r u a r y is
" C o o k b o o k " by C a n n e d H e a t . E a c h
R E V I E W is on a S a t u r d a y night a t 10.

Judy Alexander shows one of her pieces from the exhibit "Rugs
and or" which begins 8 February in the College Center.

Would you believe
Rugs and/or at CC?
Did you ever see a rug that
looked good enough to eat? The
opportunity is yours when you see
Rugs And/ Or. "Erbsen und
Zwiebel" (Peas and Onions) is
one of the pieces in this collection
from the OCE crafts classes of
Ruth Culbertson and Phyllis
Richardson on display in the
main concourse of the OCE
College Center from February 8
through March 6.

Given the problem of making a
rug, the inventive students
responded with "rugs" for the
wall, "rugs" for the bed, and
even some rugs to go on the floor
The techniques employed include
latch hooking, weaving, punch
hooking, and quilting.
For a delightful exploration
into the essence of the rug, be
sure to see Rugs And Or.
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Craig's
corner

Bejart Ballet at
PC Auditorium
The sensational Maurice
Bejart Ballet of the XXth Century
is slated to appear for one
evening only on stage at the
Portland Civic Auditorium on
Thursday,
Feb.
7.
This
celebrated company will perform
"Stimmung", an exciting work
premiered in France this past
year to unprecedented acclaim.
"Stimmung" is the product of
the collaboration of two ex
traordinary talents, those of
choreographer Maurice Bejart
and
composer
Karlheinz
Stockhausen. Stockhausen wrote
"Stimmung" for voices, and it
will be so performed here by the
Collegium Vocale Cologne in
accompaniment
to
and
collaboration with the star
dancers of the Bejart Ballet.
Maurice Bejart, certainly one
of the most artistically con
troversial figures of our time, is
an innovator who rarely rests.

His vision is large and encom
passing. He is a mystic with a
raw inner force which is evident
in most of his work. According to
Bejart himself "The ballet
'Stimmung' is born from music
and through music, and has no
other purpose than to prolong in
space, by tangible forms, the
vibration which comes from the
voice; the inner self; the absolute
center of man, and which strives
to touch this absolute vibration
(which some call divinity)."
Wherever they are, both Bejart
and the Ballet of the XXth
Century never fail to breed their
own special breed of excitement,
and they number their fans in
legions all over the world.
Tickets for the February 7
appearance of the Maurice
Bejart Ballet of the XXth
Century, priced at $7.00, $6.00 and
$4.75, are on sale now at Celebrity
Attractions, 1010 S. W. Morrison,
Portland, 97205.

Central High School's Band (above) was part of a joint band concert in the Pacific Room of the
College Center Monday night the other two bands that participated were Dallas High School's
Band and OCE's Band. This was one of many fine concerts put on by the Music Department,
year-round. (Photo by Tim Johnson)

WEEK'S TOP TEN ALBUMS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

You Don't Mess Around With J i m
lim C r o c e
I Got A N a m e
Jim Croce
T h e Singles, 1969-1973
The Carpenters
Goodbye Yellow Brick Road
Elton J o h n
The Joker
S t e v e Miller Band
G r e a t e s t Hits
John Denver
Bette Midler
B e t t e Midler
Band On T h e Run
Paul M c C a r t n e y & Wings
J o n a t h a n Livingston Seagull . . . . Neil D i a m o n d
Behind Closed Doors
C h a r l i e Rich

The
Indochina
Mobile
Education
Program, in
cluding an exhibit, speakers
and films on Indochina will
appear at OCE Monday,
February 18 and Tuesday,
February 19.
Traveling with the program
are David Bailey and Caroline
Elliot. They have just recently
returned from Vietnam and
have experienced first hand
the effects of the war on In
dochina.
Watch for more information
on the upcoming program in
next week's issue of the
lamron 2.

BECAUSE BANKING IS OUR BAG
WE HAVE A FREE GIFT FOR YOU
Open a Checking or Savings
Account and We'll Give
You a Handy Laundry Bag.
Stop in soon and get your free laundry bag. It's a handy
item which comes in O.C.E. colors. One is yours free if you open
either a savings or checking account with us.
It's our way of saying "Welcome" as well as an invitation
to sample the convenience of "banking hometown style."
Remember, we have a handy drive-in window for those
quick visits and a free parking lot for your convenience when
the transaction will take a little longer.

HOMETOWN

Monmouth Office

•

200 East Main Street

Member FDIC
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firemen on the move
by SUE STRONG

^mith is an unique town in
Sas a highly efficient fire
r 'tment and the men working
JtP3 re not even professionals,
^tfhole department, except

IflP
I r« *V> O rla
V two men, is
made up of
"Ltrers and 20 per cent of
are students,
fj.ue student "fire fighters",
,hey are called, six are
0 "prs" °r "housemen",
"sleeL they live in the fire hall.
Semen attend classes during
r rfav and are on duty every
for 15 hours.

while the "sleepers" attend
i!S5es during the duty, they
rV pocket radios which will
1/m them of any emergencies.
£ 0^" you will see a fire
Iter or ambulance attendent
out of a classroom while it is
jill in session.
®en asked if the profs were
Jerstanding about fire fighters
ling out of class, Bob Davis,
fire Fighter Third Class and
L
commented,
"The
teachers are very understanding,
^ause someday they may be in
„eed of our assistance."
He "sleepers" duties include
jspatching fire and police calls
bring the night, handling all
bone calls, dispatching amlilance calls, and generally
keeping the station
and
jquipment clean. They are paid
5ery three months according to
amount of fire runs they have
gone on, and around Monmouth,

sometimes the fire runs are
scarce.
The main duty of the
"sleepers" is to handle the
emergency calls. Davis stated
that, "When the red button on the
emergency line goes on
everyone jumps. What really
irritates us is that 70 per cent of
all the calls we get on the
emergency
line
are
not
emergencies. If you don't have an
emergency, please use the nonemergency line."
Of the six "sleepers" presently
living at the station, only two are
OCE students and the rest are
Chemeketa College students.
Besides the six "sleepers",
there are nine other student fire
fighters who do not live in the
station. They are on call at all
times and whenever the big horn
goes off, they head for the station.
These men attend drill meetings
once a week on Wednesday
nights, as do the other fire
fighters, for two or three hours of
training. They also are involved
in special events as activities
during the holidays and other
training sessions.
Of the 11 fire fighters, five are
E m e r g e n c y
M e d i c a l
Technicians (EMT) or as more
popularly called, Paramedics.
These men receive 81 hours of
basic training, then they work
toward the total of 257 hours of
advanced training including 20
hours of IV Therapy and 156
hours of Cardiac Card and
Therapy.
The five EMTs are the only
men qualified to operate the

Preview schedule
PREVIEW DAY SCHEDULE
February 2,1974

ambulance beside the regular
ambulance attendent, and are the
ones you see making the am
bulance runs during the day

"Davis
stated
that
the
sleepers" stay very busy
a™™1
station trying to
o their school work. Needless to
say, sometimes they don't set
very much sleep when the phone
rings al 1 night.
At 'east one-out of every call
the station receives a day is an
emergency. During 1973, the
department received 366 am
bulance and fire calls.
Although, the Monmouth Fire
Department is all volunteer, it is
one of the smallest departments
to have a class five rating, (class
one being the best), and it is
working toward a class four
rating. If they keep up the good
work, they just might make it!

Collective
concerned
The Women's Collective will
meet Feb. 7th, at 7:30 P.M. in the
Wallowa Room in the College
Center. We are looking for more
ideas to raise the level of
awareness concerning women's
issues. All student, faculty, staff,
and community women are
encouraged to come!!

Monmouth's volunteer Fire Department has, over the past few
years, done an amazing job of making their city a very safe place to
live. Dedication and lots of hard work have made this little
appreciated fact a reality for all of us. (photo by Tim Johnson)

Book review . . .

Levenson scores again!t
In One Era and Out the Other
By Sam Levenson
Simon and Schuster, 1973
Review by Cecilia Stiles

Grandpa of The Waltons. Mr.
Levenson shows remarkable
perception in evaluating the
progressions and regressions of
the twentieth century and in
relating the inevitible inequities
of society in an amusing spon
taneous manner.
Few people can successfully
bridge the gap between the
generation of the early 1920's and
that of the 1970's, but Levenson
succeeds where many others
have failed. Perhaps this is why
his latest effort has been at the
top of non-fiction best sellers list
for many weeks. It provides both
a mirror into childhood for older
people, and a down to earth view
of the past for college students.

There comes a time in the life
Waldo's Den of every college student when the
Food Service Building work seems insurmountable and
the light seems to fade at the end
1:00,6:30 & 9:15 p.m.
Music Hall Auditorium of the tunnel. This is exactly the
Movie: Lady Sings the Blues
Admission: 75c time when one needs to take a
refreshing recess from facts to
read Sam Levenson's latest
Saturday, February 2:
College Center comedy social comment book, In
8:00-9:00 a.m
Registration
Main Concourse One Era And Out The Other.
(freecoffee, cocoa, donuts)
Spending an evening reading
Pacific Room
1:00-9:30 a.m.
General Welcome
College Center Levenson's second book (it is
preceeded by Everything But
Dr. Leonard Rice, President
Money) is comparabale to
Oregon College of Education
spending an afternoon with
Mr. Rick Blanche, President Associated
Students, Oregon College of Education
Miss Kathy Nieswander, Chairman of
Preview Day
8:30-12:00 noon Department Presentations
Locations to be
announced
You will be
I. 9:30- 9:45 Department Introduction
ft to visit
9:45-10:15 Talk to individual instructors
force different
II. 10:20-10:35 Department Introduction
Apartments or
10:35-11:05 Talk to individual instructors
lft one more
III. 11:10-11:25 Department Introduction
foanonce.)
11:25-11:55 Talk to individual instructors
^00-1:00 p.m. No Host Lunch
Food Service Bldg.
1:W-l:30p.m.
Afternoon Assembly
Pacific Room
College Center
Mr. Ken Irvin, President of Inter-Dorm
Council (housing and dorm life)
Mr. Stan Kenyon, Registrar and
291 Chemeketa, Salem
Director of Admissions
Mr. Jim Sumner, Director of
Financial Aids
130-2:30
p.m. Student Rap Sessions & Campus Tours
Find out about college life. Dress College Center
warmly and bring an umbrella
in case of rain. You will be
walking around campus.
Parents Rap Session
Willamette Room
College Center

Friday. February 1:
9:00-11:00 p.m. Dorm Activities

if

'oewn

2:30-3; 30 p.m.

•4:30 p.m.

Meet with the Deans
Interest Bazaar & Campus Tours
College Center
Includes information and displays
by clubs, student government and
departments.
« -r- -d ~
Music Department Presentations

OPEN HOUSE ALL DAY
s - Campus Tours - Financial Aids Office (all day in the
•enter)
y, ....
• Office (all day in College Center) - Campus Buildings
:30-3:30 p.m. College Center)

31, 1974

Specializing In Ferns
Hanging Plants
Terrarium Plants
Exotic House Plants

Mon-Sat 10:30-5:30

Phone 399-9957

Levenson begins by relating
the early experiences of his
teaching career, in which he
struggles to "let it be a
challenge." His experiences in
handling different situations
shows how he uses his humor to
understand the motivation of the
human spirit.
For those who have lived in the
prosperity of the last twenty
years, Mr. Levenson's book gives
a nostalgic view of the frugality
of the early century. His stories
about his mother's efforts to
economize seem out of place to a
society which thinks nothing of
running through department
stores yelling "Charge!".
Dehumanizations is an im
portant concept of the book.
Levenson contrasts the social
values of his early childhood with
those of today. He seems to
resent the assembly line
manufacturing of people which
has some what been the result of
a conformist society. His look
back, for example, on the warn,
friendly relations between store
owner and consumer questions
today's consumer's relationship
with
supermarket
giants.
Examination of this "neigh
borhood living" concept puts
today's isolationism policy,
under which a person may not
even know the names of his
neighbors, in an unfavorable
light.
But while on the surface In One
Era And Out The Other, may
appear to be only a comical
outcrop of the current nostalgia
craze, it actually goes much
deeper than that. Levenson does
not only bring out the high points
of the past and then gloss over the
crevasses. Instead, he seems to
be asking if all the maching-age
progress has balanced the effects
it has had in some in cases on the
human spirit.
Whether one views the book as
humor or as social commentary,
it is nonetheless worth fitting into
an already hectic schedule,
because it makes one laugh at
oneself as well as at society.
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Gymnasts win invitational
The OCE women gymnasts
overcame pre-meet tension- and
a superb performance by Ann
Olson- to win their own gym
invitational Saturday night in the
NPE.
OCE outpointed the University
of Oregon, 80.65-79.25; OSU and
Portland State following with
63.50 and 61.30 respectively.
4'Our
people were a little
nervous before the meet," firstyear OCE coach LoWayne
Brewer admitted. Tension fac
tors included a large crowd and
the fact that the Wolfettes were
making their home debut of 197374.
Ms. Olson, the U of O redhead,
took first place in the uneven
parallels, shared the high mark
in the floor exercise with Sandy
Jackson of OCE, and merited a
silver medal in the vault in
running up a 28.90 composite
rating.
The all-around excellence of
Ms. Jackson and an impressive
showing in the uneven bars gave
the enthusiastic OCE partisans
something to cheer about.
Jackson, hindered by injuries
throughout her collegiate gym
career, put together three out
standing routines and finished
second in the unofficial allaround competition with a 27.10.
"Sandy probably threw the
best floor routine of here life,"
exalted Brewer. Her 7.45 (7.70
from one judge) might have
made the biggest difference
difference in OCE's razor-thin
margin of victory.
Jerri Nored threw a side
sommi with textbook precision to

easily win the vault competition.
Freshman Robin Fallon followed
Olson in third place as the
Wolfettes opened up a lead alter
the opening event.
The best was yet to come.
Diana Dill, the first OCE
women's gymnast to compete at
the national level (as a freshman,
Ms. Dill placed 10th nationally on
the unevens), turned a 6.9 in her
specialty, crowd pleasing Maria
Burnam tallied 7.35 followed by
Ms. Jackson's 7.55. The 2-3-5
finish gave OCE a 5.1 marginlarge enough to withstand out
standing beam and floor per
formances by Olson and team
mate Nancy Laberge.
Brewer, who came to the
Monmouth
campus
from
Centralia (Wn.) Community
College this fall, expressed
pleasure with the apparent
growing interest in the OCE gym
program.
"It's great to see that the in
terest is not confined to OCE," he
commented, noting the large
numbers of grandparents, moms
and dads, and small fry at the
Saturday exhibition.
The women wilj put on two
more home meets- Monday, Feb.
11 with OSU and Saturday, Mar. 2

OCE
gymnastics
coach
LoWayne Brewer and several of
his women performers will be the
guests on Sports Action, an hour
long weekly sports show on KVDO-3 in Salem. The show will be
aired at 9:00 p.m. on Wednesday,
Feb. 13. Footage from the recent
OCE Invitational will be shown
and the gymnasts will perform
some basic demonstrations in the
studio . Bruce Baldwin is the
moderator of Sports Action.

Trip planned
for Ski Club
Tonight OCE Ski club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in the Umatilla Room
in the College Center. If you are
interested in joining the club you
should be in attendance at this
meeting. Plans for a Spring Trip
will be the topic of discussion.

Debby Webb performs on the balance beam last Saturday in the
OCE Invitational Gymnastics Meet. For the second consecutive
year OCE won the team title, edging the University of Oregon 80.65
to 79.25. Rounding out the field were Oregon State with 63.5 and
Portland State with 61.3. (Tim Johnson photo)

OCE wrestlers sweep weekend meets
OCE's Wrestling Wolves piled
up three more victories last
weekend, bringing their season's
record to five wins against six
losses.
The Owls from OIT were the
victims of the OCE grapplers, as

Sandy Jackson shows the form which enabled her to finish second
in the balance beam competition in last Saturday's OCE
Invitational. She also finished second in the parallel bars and tied
for first in the floor exercise on her way to finishing a close second
to Oregon's Ann Olsen in the all-around competition. (Tim Johnson
photo)

Co-ed badmitton

they fell to the host team 43-9.
Dan Poppino, 118 lb., was
pinned by the more experienced
and powerful Sam Saltzman but
it was up hill the rest of the night
even though Warren Hughes lost
a tough match to Jerry Reeves.
Gary Dahl, 134 lb; Terry
Danielson, 150;
and Tim
McGladrey, Hwt; all picked up
wins by pinning their opponents.
Larry Monagon, 190 lb, and Jon
Parsons, 126 lb. won their
matches by forfeit.
Dalton Johnson's opponent,
Jack Robinson was disqualified
after four penalties. The score at
the time of disqualification was
10-6 in favor of Johnson.
The OCE grapplers traveled to
Forest Grove Saturday where
they handily defeated a tough
Pacific team 26-12.
Rich Rolen defeated his
opponent 3-2 in a close match.
Larry Monagon decisioned last
year's 177 lb. champion, Kip
Oswald, 2-1.
Tim McGladrey- picked up
OCE's only pin in the match with
Pacific by pinning Tim Osborne
at 5:47 into his match.
Jon Parson drew with his
opponent Dave Sullivan, 4-4, in
the 126 lb. class encounter.
Dan Mason, Mike Mechling and
Lee Garboden were the only
Pacific wrestlers to pick up
decisions for the host team.
Coach Davis stated, "The OCE
wrestlers did a lot better and
should reach their peak at
Conference Tournament time."
He continued, "They competed
well Saturday but were not that
strong Friday.".
Davis also noted that it was a
surprise to defeat the strong
Pacific team.
After their win over Pacific,

the Wolves then defeated a below
par Whitworth team 30-0 with
each OCE wrestler winning their
individual matches.
Jon Davis was the only Wolfpack wrestler to pin a Whitworth
opponent with his victory coming
at 3:59 into the match.
Coach Davis noted, "The
matches with Whitworth were
fairly close and OCE won the
close ones."
Jon Parson continued his
weekend victory streak by
winning by forfeit. Terry
Danielson, Rich Rolen, Dalton
Johnson, Larry Monagon and
Tim McGladrey were other
wrestlers to win their third
matches of the weekend.
Rich Rolen increased his
winning record to 11 wins and 3
losses while Terry Danielson has

eight wins against five losses and
one draw.
Dalton Johnson stands with a73 record while Tim McGladrey is
3-1. Larry Monagon evened up his
record to 3-3. Warren Hughes was
1-2 for the weekend but it was
noted that he wrestled tough
matches.
This Friday OCE will host
Linfield in a meet that will begin
at 3:00. The Wolves will remain
at borne Saturday night when
they will host the Red Raiders
from SOC.
The match is scheduled to
begin at 7:30. Coach Davis noted
that SOC will be tough and are
better than they have been in the
past.
"They have two or three out
standing individuals," Davis
added.

SALEM AREA'S NEWEST TAVERN

Gmo OPENING
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Want ads

to begin soon
How about playing some
Co-ed
Badminton
on
Tuesday, February 5th and
19th at the NPE gym. The
partners may consist of two
females or one male and one
female. Come even if you
don't have a partner. Come
and share the enjoyment and
fun
found in
playing
badminton. For information
contact Linda Krebs at 8383761.

with
Portland
Community
College.
The Wolfettes were the leading
Northwest gym squad last year.
The challenge of staying on top
didn't seem to faze them last
weekend.

For Sale: 1 pair Head ski is

$20. In good

condition, call 838 5146.
For Sale: After seven shrinkings my

new tevis are still too big. Anyone
who would like a pair of size 32 32,
never been worn levis call Cheryl at
838 3375 or stop by 240 S. Monmouth.
For $3 you can have them.
Wanted: One or two female roommates

needed immediately in apt. close to
campus. Call 838 2190.
Four tires
VW Goodyear
blackwalls 600 15 L, 2 excellent 2 fair,
not recaps. $40 for all. Leave note in
SPO No. 419.

For Sale:

For Rent: 1 bedroom apt. available now.

1 block from school off street
parking, electrically heated and all
major appliances, TV hook up See
now at 339 W. Jackson Street.

o

Will Do: Piano and Guitar lessons

my
home or yours. Reasonable rates
Linda Spangler, 838 2355.

Will Do: Math tutoring

Mth. 121, 123
and 311. Reasonable rates
Linda
Spangler, 838 2355.

For Sale: Hexcel Competition skiis 180

w lock step-in bindings. Used three
times. Best offer. Contact Ken at
Butler Hall, Rm. 6.

PRIZES, APptTiZERS, GAMES

o7QrO\CyZ

saiem DAIWS highway S
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SOC, OIT take Wolves
in EvCo basketball action
Winning in southern Oregon is
about the same as winning
anywhere else in the Evergreen
Conference, awful tough if you
are the visiting team. OCE's
basketball team found that out
doubly last weekend when the
Wolves lost two games. Friday
SOC took the measure of the
Wolves, 74-61, and Saturday it
was OIT winning its 16th of 17
games this season 79-57.
OCE wasn't the only team to
come out of the Siskyous reeling.
Central Washington took a 3-1
conference record south, and the
Vikings went back home with a 33 mark.
For the Wolves, it was the same
old story. They played pretty well
and kept the game close into the
second half. But then they are
finally worn down by their bigger
start
making
opponents,
mistakes, and are finally put
away.

Intramurals

In the SOC game Friday night,
the Wolves were within two at
halftime, 34-32. But SOC reeled
off 12 consecutive points early in
the second half to open up a 14
point lead, one which they held to
the end. Three OCE players;
Bruce Maxwell with 14, Gary
Lathen with 10, and Zeimorr
Harris with 10; scored in double
figures. SOC was led by Mike
Jaentsch, who scored 18 points.
Saturday night the Wolves fell
to Oregon Tech, the 19th ranked
team in the nation in the latest
NAIA poll. The Owls led by nine
at the half, 31-22. OCE cut the
lead to five before OIT pulled
away to the final margin of 22
points. The Wolves • played
without their two leading scorers,
Bruce Maxwell and Gary Lathen
who missed the game for
disciplinary reasons.
OCE head coach Bob McCullough was not real unhappy
with his team's play last

weekend. "We played pretty fair,
overall We just made a few too
many mistakes, and you can't do
that against as tough of com
petition as we were facing."
OCE
meets
Western
Washington tomorrow night. The
Wolves have an ideal chance to
scramble the EvCo race a bit by
knocking off the Vikings, a team
which has beaten OCE twice this
year. McCullough expects his
charges to be ready, but he knows
that it will take a really fine game
in order for OCE to win.
"Western probably plays the
best defense of anyone in the
Conference. To score against
them at all, we will have to work
the ball and wait for the good
shots. And we will have to make
the good shots when we get
them."
The Wolves will journey to
Portland Saturday night for a
non-conference game
with
Columbia Christian College.

MAJOR LEAGUE
W
L GB
Ogden
3
0
Pedee
3
0
Bailers
3
0
Flashbacks
1
2
2
TKB No. 1
12
2
Tap Room
1
2
2
Watergate 8
0
3
3
It's
0
3
3
In the future: February 4, 7:00 Ogden vs. Bailers, TKB No. 1 vs.
Watergate; 8:00 - Pedee vs. Tap
Room, Flashbacks vs. R's
February 18, 7:00 - Bailers vs.
Peedee, TKB No. 1 vs. R's; 8:00 Ogden vs. Watergate, Tap Room
vs. Flashbacks
MINOR LEAGUE A
GB
L
W
—0
3
TKB No. 2
0
1
1
Butler No. 1
1
1
2
Barnum
1.5
1
1
Beefers
1.5
1
1
Oly Quarts
0
1
2
Freudians
2.5
0
2
IK's
2.5
0
2
Jolleyballers
In the future: February 4, !9:00
Beefers vs. IKs
February 6, 7:00 - Oly Quarts
vs. Freudians, Butler No. 1 vs.
TKB No. 2; 8:00 - Jolleyballers
vs. IKs
MINOR LEAGUE B
GB
L
W
—
0
2
Crudes
.5
1
2
Nanooks
1
1
1
TKB No. 3
1
1
1
Knockerbackers
1
1
1
Unknowns
4G" Strings
1.5
1
0
2
2
0
Butler No. 2
In the future: February 6, 8:00 TKB No.. 3 vs. Unknowns; 9:00 O Strings vs. Knockerbackers,
Butler No. 2 vs. Nanooks.
February 13, 7:00 - Crudes vs.
Nanooks,
G
Strings
vs.
Unknowns; 8:00 - Butler No. 2 vs.
TKB No. 3

LARRY'S
Garage
and
Auto Parts
Frontend Alignments
Radiator Repair
Tune Up
General Overhauls

OCE guard Zeimorr Harris fires a shot up from long range in
OCE's victory over Eastern Oregon recently. Harris's outside
shooting is a key to OCE's offense as the Wolves take on Evergreen
Conference leader Western Washington tomorrow night here in
Monmouth at 7:30 p.m. (Tim Johnson photo)

Tyrer 4th at nationals
OCE's Steve Tyrer finished
fourth, and Rob Frank was fifth
in the two mile walk in the ninth
National Association of In
tercollegiate Athletics Indoor
track and field championships
Saturday in Kansas City.
Tyrer was timed in 14:47.7,
while Frank was ten seconds
behind in 15:07.

Ed Bouldin of Southern
California College set a meet
record of 14:37.8 in winning the
event. The mark snapped the
record of 14:50.3 set last year by
Tyrer.
Jim Bean, NAIA outdoor walk
champ, was disqualified for not
fully straightening his leg as he
made contact.

ueMN7
BORN SOTRDA!)
We know about quality.
That's why we offer the finest in Color
Processing.
Just ask
for it!

Call
838-1261 - Garage
838-3109 - Parts
130 W. MAIN
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The Column
by TED GRIMSRUD
The Bruins return! To the surprise of no one, UCLA
returned to the pinnacle of the college basketball world
with a solid 94-75 beating of Notre Dame last weekend
But while the Bruins were doing that, they were losing
first place in the PAC-8. That lofty spot is now in the sole
possession of the Oregon Ducks.
Of course, the only reason Oregon is ahead of UCLA is
thaf the Ducks have played one more conference game
than UCLA. Also there is the trivial matter of the fact
that the Ducks haven't met the Bruins yet.
The game for first place in the PAC-8 will take place
February 8 at Pauley Pavilion. It should be an
interesting game, if for no other reason, simply because
John Wooden despises Oregon's style of basketball. That
makes the Ducks one team which can get under th§
Wizard's skin. But there can be little doubt as to the
outcome of the game.
The big one for Oregon will come the next day against
USC. If Oregon can somehow manage to knock off the
Trojans, then second place in the PAC-8 is a definite
possibility. But what a chore that will be since USC is
one of the real fine teams in the nation, currently
boasting a record of 14 wins and only 2 losses.
Perhaps the team which has the best chance of
beating USC is Oregon State. The Beavers certainly are
capable, providing that they have one of their "good"
nights. Bu t Oregon State was really hurt by the defeat to
Oregon last weekend. The loss gave OSU three in con
ference play already, virtually eliminating them from
the race for second place.
Considering fhat Oregon State played Oregon even at
McArthur Court in spite of the fact that three of the
Beavers' starters -- Lonnie Shelton, Charlie Neal and
Steve Erickson - played only about one-third of the
game each leaves one with the impression that the
Beavers should handle the Ducks this weekend in their
non-counting clash at Portland.
Many people are saying that even though the game
doesn't count in the standings it still counts just as much
to the teams. While that is true in a sense, just as it is for
any game, I really feel that this weekend's game has
little significance. No matter how bad OSU beats the
Ducks this weekend, nothing can repair the costly
damage done to the Beavers last weekend. The only way
that OSU can rectify that loss is by beating the Ducks in
Corvallis, when it counts.
The Evergreen Conference basketball race has
reached the halfway mark and appears to have boiled
down to a race between three clubs: Oregon Tech,
Eastern Washington and Western Washington. All three
have but one conference loss while no one else has less
than three.
Central Washington's hopes for a run at the title were
severely hurt last weekend when the Wildcats were
knocked by Southern Oregon. That win gave SOC a 2-4
mark in conference play while CWSC is now 3-3. OCE
and Eastern Oregon are currently tied for the number
six spot, each with but one conference win in six games.
This weekend, OIT gets a chance to solidify its
position as a top contender as the Owls host strong
EWSC in the top game of the weekend/The Eagles dealt
OIT its only conference loss earlier by one point in
Cheney, but the EvCo is one league where you don't
easily win on the road so the Owls have to be favored to
widen their lead in the EvCo race.
The other top team, WWSC, has a big game on tap, as
the Vikings meet CWSC at Ellensburg. So, it could well
be that OIT will be the only EvCo team left with just one
loss after this weekend's action. If that's the case, then
the state of Oregon's hope of an EvCo basketball title
would look fairly good. But the Owls still must travel
north to meet Central Washington and Western
Washington, so they certainly won't be in free.

+++
Changing sports for a second, it certainly is good to
see that Steve Prefontaine isn't over the hill. Pre's effort
last weekend in winning his fifth consecutive Oregon
Indoor two-mile was one of the best in his great career.
His time of 8:22.4 was a lifetime best for him indoors and
set an American record. He is supposedly to move down
to the mile soon to race Marty Liquori and the South
African Fannie Van Zijl. It should be interesting.
No one has ever dominated U.S. middle distance
running like the ex-UO great. For 1973, Pre was ranked
first in the U.S. in both the three and six mile, and he
was third in the mile rankings.
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news synopsis
INTERNATIONAL (Tokyo) Three Japanese students were killed
last week as rival political groups exchanged attacks. Two members
of Kakumaru, a revolutionary Marxist faction, died when beaten by
members of the more moderate Chukahuha faction. Sixteen youths
have been reported dead in the past few months as a result of these
ideological clashes.

(LaPaz Bolivia) and (New Dehli, India) Skyrocketing prices and
food shortages have triggered strong reactions in these two countries.
Some 50,000 workers went on strike in the South American country
including 35,000 miners, the most powerful labor faction in the
country. In New Dehli, the dissent was in the form of mob riots as
some 100 food shops were looted and or burned over the weekend.
(Vancouver, B.C.) The ancient medical art of acupuncture will not
be allowed in British Columbia according to Health Minister Dennis
Cocke. The country has not developed standards to judge the
proficiency of acupuncture practitioners.

Two OCE students utilizing part of the 50 hours per week available to the typical American for
leisure. On the average Americans spend 80 per cent of this time either watching TV or listening
to the radio.

Leisure time, used or abused?
by CECILIA STILES

George Bernard Shaw once
observed that "A perpetual
holiday is a good working
definition of hell " Perhaps he
was describing society's situation
today, in which Americans have
an increasing amount of leisure
time, yet seem to be struggling
under the weight of deciding how
to use that time.
Several factors have con
tributed to an increase in leisure
time. A few of these are
population, automation, and
medicine.
A shift in population from rural
to urban areas has helped
decrease working time and
increase recreational hours. In
the 1850's, 85 per cent of all
Americans lived on farms or in
rural areas where it was common
to work from dawn to dusk.
Today most workers work eight
or less hours per day, and unlike
the farmers, leave their work at
the office when they go home for
the night.
An additional puzzle-piece is
automation, which has resulted
in a working hour reduction as
man are replaced by machines
which can do some jobs more
efficiently. During the 19th
century, the average work week
was 70 hours, compared to 40 or
less hours per week in 1974.
Medical advances which have
prolonged man's projected life
span, and early retirement now
leave more time for leisure in
later years. These are only a few
of the puzzle pieces resulting in
increased leisure time. The
increase is predicted to continue,
and some economists predict that
by the 1980's Americans will have
a four-day work week, a fiveweek vacation per year, and will
retire at age 60.
How will this leisure affect
society? It can be either an asset
or a liability, depending on how
the time is utilized. Unfor
tunately, many people have not
yet learned how to make use of
the time for self-enrichment and
fulfillment.
A report on a survey by Andresen and Company of New
York, printed in the September 14
issue of National Review points
out some weaknesses of time use.
Out of an approximate total of
113 waking hours per week, the
average American spends 38
hours working and 25 hours
eating, dressing, or commuting
to work. This leaves 50 hours for
leisure, an astonishing 80 per cent
of which is used in watching
television or listening to the
radio.
The statistical breakdown
shows the average American
spending 45 per cent of his leisure
time watching television and 34
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per cent listening to the radio.
Other category breakdowns
include reading newspapers-8 per
cent; reading magazines-6
percent; listening to records and
tapes-2.6 percent; and going to
movies, 0.4 per cent. Reading
books surprisingly finished at the
bottom of the list, garnering only
0.2 per cent of leisure time. This
comes to an unfortunate total of
six minutes per week, or a little
more than five hours a year.
Several attitudes dictate what
one does with his spare time.
Spectatorship is a problem
resulting partly from television
and other spectator activities
such as sports. There is nothing
wrong with these activities within
themselves, but the problem
arises when a person begins to
rely on outside forces to
constantly entertain him and
loses the capability to create
activities in which he can per
sonally participate.
Another prevalent attitude is a
"busyness syndrome". This is
demonstrated by the person who
wakes up on Sunday morning and
would like to visit an art exhibit,
but instead guiltily begins
making lists of jobs he feels he
should get done. Some people
seem to have a mental block
which often times equates leisure
with laziness, rather than with
creativity.
Recent studies of employees on
a four-day work week presented
an additional problem: money. It
was found that the increased
recreational time resulted in in
creased recreational spending.
Especially popular at the time of
the survey were outdoor ac
tivities, which are among the
most
expensive
events.
Equipment such as camp
trailers, boats, jeeps, and ski
equipment may have decreased
in sales with the current energy
crisis, yet remain expensive and
can lead to financial difficulties if
spending is not carefully
budgeted.
Perhaps money lies behind the
reason for the extensive radio
and television use revealed in the
Andresen poll. Radio costs only
one cent per hour; televisionthree
cents;
newspapers,
magazines and records - seven
teen cents; paperback books seventy five cents; and hard
cover books, three dollars. One
must remember however, that
cost or reading materials relies
on reading speed, and can be
reduced by borrowing from
friends,
purchasing
used
materials, or visiting a local
library.
What can be done to make
leisure more "re-creative"?
There are actually several
solutions.

First, one should not become
over-scheduled. Time should
always be left for last minute
surprises, for day-dreaming, and
for recognizing the child inside
everyone which occasionally
inspires one to do something just
for the fun of it.
Second, one should not avoid
being alone because he fears
boredom. Many creative ac
tivities such as reading, writing
or painting can be fulfilling if
approached as desirable rather
than as "last resorts because I
don't have anything else to do."
Such activities can also help one
escape the feeling of having to
have some outside force enter
tain him.
Third, a person should not
worry so much about the future
that he cannot enjoy today. If one
spends an excess of time in
planning ahead, he may miss the
everyday pleasures of life.
Leisure, if used correctly, can
be a type of slavation. It should
be time in which one can justify
his existence to others, but
primarily to himself, by par
ticipating in vitalizing activities.

NATIONAL (Washington) Egil Krogh, who gained national fame as
one of the "White House plumbers" and who is scheduled to begin a
six-month prison term next week, said that President Nixon did not
know about the Watergate coverup from the beginning. Krogh noted
that White House policy toward certain individuals often regarded
those persons as enemies of the United States.
#

(Providence, R.I.) A small cadre of demonstrators hurled eggs and
tomatoes at Vice President Gerald Ford and White House advisor
Melvin Laird as they were entering Alumni Hall on the Providence
College campus. Laird, the Defense Secretary during the Vietnam
War, was to receive the Fogerty Foundation Humanitarian Award for
his work on behalf of the mentally retarded.
(Boston) Will The Exorcist be banned in Boston? Municipal Judge
Theodore Glynn ordered pre-trial motions filed before Feb. 21 in the
obscenity complaint filed by a Brockton moviegoer. The defendant,
Sack 57 Corp., has been showing the film at its theatre for several
weeks, drawing full houses nearly every night.
NORTHWEST (Portland) Portions of Oregon, Washington, Nor
thern California and Idaho have been declared disaster areas by
President Nixon. The flood-stricken areas are now eligible for federal
relief funds. Marion and Polk counties are among 17 Oregon counties
eligible.
(Cannon Beach, Or.) Patches of tar-like bunker oil washed onto the
Oregon coast Saturday. Bruno Forrester, executive officer of the
Portland Coast Guard Station, believed that the oil came from off
shore ships cleaning out their tanks. Cleaning operations and in
vestigations were to have started Sunday.
(Salem) The Oregon State System of Higher Education recently
authorized five per cent increase in tuition rates for in-state
undergraduates next year. The increases are expected to defray in
part the budget cuts expected to take place at several state colleges
and universities. Oregon College of Education is slated to lose $700,000
from its operating budget.
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